
CBS MUN - The Model United Nation Society of SSCBS



About us -

The Model United Nations Society of Shaheed Sukhdev College of Business Studies (CBS).
Our society is dedicated to fostering a deep understanding of global affairs, enhancing
negotiation skills, and promoting intercultural awareness among our members.

In our society, students embark on a diplomatic journey through realistic UN committee
simulations, where they address crucial international issues and develop essential diplomacy
skills. Through our flagship conferences, DUMUN and CBSMUN, we provide a valuable
platform for students to showcase their talents, broaden their horizons, and make a positive
impact on the world.

In addition to our conferences, we organize a series of webinars aimed at fostering holistic
development and providing insights into various aspects of global diplomacy and business.

Furthermore, our society takes pride in offering valuable corporate exposure through diverse
live projects in collaboration with prominent industry players in analytics and consulting.
This hands-on experience equips our members with practical skills and prepares them for
success in the professional world.

We welcome individuals who are passionate about international relations, diplomacy, and
leadership to join our community and become part of a journey towards personal growth,
global awareness, and impactful contributions to society

CBSMUN 2022 – 2023 Key events



CBSMUN had organized the event DUMUN’23” on 18th and 19th of April,2023. It consisted
of 2 committees namely “UNHRC” & “G20”.

UNHRC: Protection of human rights in conflict regions with particular emphasis on the
rights of vulnerable groups.
G20:Inclusive growth and restoration of global supply chains with emphasis on impending
recession

We had registrations of over 200+ delegates for competing in DUMUN’23 and resulted with
an astounding success of the event.

The Executive Board Consisted of -

UNHRC -
Ms. Kashish Gumber
Mr. Shivam Gupta

G20
Mr. Aman Kotecha
Mr. Hardik Jindal



Key Activities

● A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) has been officially signed to
facilitate cross-delegation and information sharing between Ramanujan
College (Delhi University) and our organization. Ramanujan College,
renowned for its extensive reach, boasts over 500 registrations. In line with
this collaboration, we have committed to sending more than 10 delegates to
participate in various competitions organized by the college.

● Expert Speaker Sessions:

In conjunction with our commitment to educational outreach, we envision organising
periodic
speaker sessions featuring experts from various fields. These sessions provided the
students under our care with exposure to diverse career paths and valuable insights
into
different professions.


